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1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC EQUATIONS 
The Boltzmann equation for the electron and hole gas in a semiconductor may be written as 
follows: 
0tF  + v.  V=F - e E(z,  t) V~F = -£ iF ) .  i1.1) 
m 
F = Fix, v, t) is a distribution function of position x, velocity v, and time t. Henceforth, for 
simplicity sake, we shall only consider electrons, since it is clear what modifications are needed 
when holes are to be taken into account. 
E = Eix, t) is the electric field, sum of an external (applied and produced by an ion back- 
ground Cix))  and a field produced by carriers, i.e., 
with V. (~V¢)=e( /Fdv-C(x ) ) .  (1.2) E=-V¢ 
e is the electric charge, m its mass, and ¢ the permittivity of the device. This model corresponds 
to a parabolic band-approximation. 
£ is the collision operator. In general, the operator £ (F )  takes into consideration interaction 
of particles with background impurities and electron-electron short range interactions. 
Usually £ can be split as 
£i F) = LiE ) + C(F), (1.3) 
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where C(F) describes the electron-electron interactions and L(F) describes the interaction with 
the lattice impurities. We neglect C(F), since electron-electron interactions become relevant at 
very high electron densities. In fact, as a first approximation, we shall assume that (for instance, 
see [1]) 
M/F  1 f-.(F) = L(F) - T (V') dv' + - F(v), (1.4) 
T 
where r = T(X), constant in v, is an approximation for the relaxation time T(X, V) and M is the 
Maxwellian 
M = (27r~) -3/2 e -Iv12/2a, (1.5) 
where 8 -- 0(x) is the temperature of the lattice, measured in units of specific energy, 8 -- 
kB(T/m), where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature of the lattice. 
Our aim is to obtain a low hierarchy model (drift-diffusion model) under the assumption of 
high electric field effects in the sense described below. 
We remark that Poupaud [2] has analyzed more general structures of L(F) for the linearized 
operator in the case of a given electric field. 
Let us now analyze the Boltzmann-Poisson system given by (1.1), (1.2), (1.4), and (1.5). 
An appropriate scaling, introducing dimensionless quantities, isolates the relevant dimensionless 
parameters on which the model depends [3]. 
Let L be the appropriate microscopic length scale of the device, fi = O (minf~ C(x)), C(x) is 
the predefined oping profile, and ~ = kB(To/m) is the reference magnitude of the temperature 
of the lattice, so that the thermal velocity has magnitude 01/2. Let ~ be the reference magnitude 
for the approximation of the relaxation time r(x, v) and g be one for the permittivity, [¢] a 
typical potential drop, then we can define new dimensionless variables and obtain the relevant 
dimensionless parameters 
f ~2 e [¢], (1.6) ,5 = u z = - 
u e [¢] 
= ~ = mL81/2, (1.7) 
fi eL 2 1 
'7 -- g [¢] = scaled Debye length" (1.8) 
In terms of these parameters and the corresponding dimensionless variables, we can obtain the 
dimensionless ystem 
,r] 2 ~TFt +v .  VxF +-~ Vx¢.VvF=-r /  F-  M f F(v')dv' 
T 
(1 /  ) 
= F(v ' )  d r '  - C (z )  , 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
where d is the number of space dimensions (typically d = 3). We remark that ~7/~ = L/~O 112 is 
the inverse of the scaled mean free path. 
Equations (1.9) and (1.10) yield the standard rift-diffusion (low field) scaling when 6 = 772 
and ~7 is assumed to be small. In fact, by taking standard expansions in 77 yields, at the fluid level, 
the drift diffusion approximation with a small scaled Debye length is an adequate approximation 
for relatively low field regimes. See [4]. 
Such regimes would be valid on large devices (i.e., L large) if the voltage drop [¢] is relatively 
small. However, we are interested in a high field regime, that is, ti/77 very small compared with ~7 
and ~/2 both of order 1. In addition, such a regime requires that "r is of moderate small order, so 
that the contribution to the electric field coming from the internal potential Cz does not override 
the applied external field which is of order [¢]/L. 
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On the other hand, when we talk about high field approximations, we mean a regime where 
O(6/~/) << 0(?7) = O(1), or equivalently in devices of length L, such that for a given potential 
drop [¢], 
L 
= ~ >> 1, ?7 = 0(1), 7 = 0(1). (1.11) 
In particular, our interest is concentrated in deriving a fluid approximate model under the 
assumption that the magnitude of the drift velocity U is of the same order as the magnitude of 
the thermal velocity ~1/2 (i.e., ~/= 0(1)) but the length scale of the device is very small compared 
with U~ (i.e., 77/6 >> 1). 
Poupaud [2,5] considered a high field scaling comparable to ours in the case where the electric 
field E is given, so that the system is reduced to the linearized Boltzmann equation. Reference [2] 
contains a derivation of fluid equations by Hilbert expansion procedure, and [5] contains a dis- 
cussion of moment closures. In addition, Energy Transport models have been derived from the 
Boltzmann Transport equation of semiconductors [6,7], under the hypothesis that the energy gain 
or loss of electrons by the phonon collisions is weak, leading to a different scaling that allows high 
relative local electric fields as well. These are essentially systems of standard iffusion equations. 
From now on, we will work with equations of the dimensionless ystem (1.9),(1.10) for the 
parameters 6, ??, and 7 satisfying conditions (1.11). 
One can obtain this fluid level approximation by two different methods [3]: the first uses a 
suitable modification of the Chapman-Enskog (C-E) expansion technique which starts from the 
space homogeneous solution in a constant electric field as a zeroth-order approximation and allows 
small inhomogeneities in this solution; the other gives moment expansions where the closure is 
defined in a way that both methods yield the same model to the leading order of the modified 
C-E expansion. 
Both methods use the special structure (1.4) to simplify the calculations and yield a new 
drift-diffusion model where the diffusion coefficient is quadratic in the electric field and the drift 
coefficient is modified by a term proportional to the relaxation time v times the acceleration 
induced by the electric field. 
One can then show [3] that the leading order of the expansion satisfies a drift-diffusion model 
with coefficients modified by the electric field, induced by the potential ¢ which solves the Pois- 
son equation (1.2) and satisfies (1.6) for time independent boundary data given on a domain 
corresponding to geometry adequate for a model of a metal oxide semiconductor field transport 
effect. The model reads 
0 = Otp + div j 
j = -T  [Vx (p(O +#2 E®E))] - # pE + ~-# Epd iv (#E) -  r#p~(#pE-w) ,  
(1.12) 
div w = 0 and curlw = curl(#pE), 
E = -V¢ ,  div(eV¢) = e(p - C(x)), 
where # = eT"/m is the mobility coefficient associated with the drift diffusion model for low 
electric fields. In addition, we show that the term (# p E - w) = Et + O(6/~). A remarkable 
feature of the model above is that the diffusion coefficient becomes a highly anisotropic tensor 
rather than a scalar. 
Poupand [2] considered the linearized model for a given external electric field and derived a high 
field approximation for similar asymptotics in the dimensionless framework, however choosing 
different reference scale parameters to the ones used here. He obtained a similar transport model 
with different transport coefficients in the correction terms to the standard rift diffusion models 
which produced a reduced model, where the equations for w are eliminated and (# p E -w)  is 
replaced by Et. 
In order to solve the Boltzmann equation or any approximation to it in a bounded (and, 
as typical in practice, very small) domain, the boundary conditions at the electrodes and the 
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insulating boundaries are of paramount importance in determining the solution. In spite of this, 
the subject appears to have been neglected in the existing literature. In the next section, we shall 
present a possible formulation of the boundary conditions. By this treatment we do not pretend 
to exhaust his subject, but just offer the simplest possible formulation and open the path to 
future investigations. 
In the remaining part of the paper we summarize (Section 2) the moment method used to 
approximate the Boltzmann equation [3] and the approximated boundary conditions that one 
can obtain for the moment equations from those discussed in Section 2 for the distribution 
function. 
2. BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
As indicated at the end of the Introduction, we intend to discuss the boundary conditions 
for the distribution function of the electrons, a topic that is barely mentioned in the existing 
literature. 
We start by remarking that the boundary conditions for the Boltzmann equation must be 
consistent with the boundary conditions for the electric field, which in turn reflect he physical 
nature of the boundary. 
On those boundaries where the normal component ofthe electric field is zero (insulating bound- 
aries), sometimes the situation is represented somehow schematically b specularly reflecting the 
carriers, but this is not sufficiently accurate if (as is usually the case) the carriers are not at the 
same temperature asthe boundary, and hence, an energy exchange takes place there. 
On those boundaries (electrodes), where the semiconductor is put into contact with a metal 
(ohmic contacts), the electric potential takes on an assigned value. Despite their importance, very 
little is known about ohmic contacts. Usually they are accompanied by heavily doped regions of 
the semiconductor, in which conditions of charge neutrality prevail. 
We first propose a boundary condition at the kinetic level that yields charge neutrality at the 
ohmic contacts. The set of the these boundary points will be denoted by FD, where the suffix D 
stands for Dirichlet, because one would apply a Dirichlet boundary condition in the standard 
drift-diffusion approximation. 
Let P(V¢, v) be the ground state associated with an asymptotic expansion of (1.9),(1.10) for 
either 77 or 6/~? small, and let N be a normalization factor and C(x) the doping concentration 
(or background). Then, for v. n < 0, F(x, t, v) is assumed to be proportional to P(V¢, v), and 
hence, to satisfy, at the ohmic contact points of the boundary in x-space, 
F_ = P(V¢,v) N = C(x) - .n>0 f , .n<op(V¢,v)d v, x e FD, (2.1) 
where F+ denote the restrictions F(x, t, v)[+..n>0 and n is the outer unit normal to the boundary 
section in x-space. 
Let us check that the factor N, implicitly defined by (2.1), leads to charge neutrality. In fact, 
integrating over those velocities that are leaving a point of FD, we obtain 
f F_ + f F+dv, x (2.2) C(x) 
. Iv • n<O J v .n>O 
Now, the electron density in x-space is given by p(x, t) = f F(x, t, v) dr, and hence, 
= J~v F- dv + j~v F+ dv. (2.3) P(x ' t ) [ r  . .<0 . .>0 
Comparing (2.2) with (2.3) immediately yields 
p(x, t) lr" = C(x) lr ° (2.4) 
so that a charge neutrality condition is satisfied at the contacts. 
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Next, we propose a similar condition for insulating boundaries in x-space (a subset denoted 
by FN, where the suffix N stands for Neumann, as D stood for Dirichlet before) 
P(V¢,v)  
F_ = NP(V¢,  v) = F+v. n dv . (2.5) 
• ~>0 f..~<0 Iv" nIP(V, ¢, v) dv 
Integrating over v. n < 0, (2.5) yields 
j .n l r  =(~.n<oF_V.ndv+~ F+v.ndv)~ =0, 
• n>O / rN 
(2.6) 
where j = f v F(x, t, v) dv, the particle flow, vanishes, as appropriate for an insulating boundary. 
3. MOMENT CLOSURES 
In this section we briefly survey the moment closures appropriate for high fields, that are 
discussed elsewhere [3]. We propose moment closures whose fluid variables coincide with the 
ones derived from the Chapmann-Enskog procedure up to terms of the order of the scaled mean 
free path. 
Defining the n th order moment of F by 
p~ = <v®nF>, (3.1) 
the n th order moment of the kinetic equation (1.1) with collision term (1.4) yields (with u = 
-(Te/m) E) 
o,p(") + %.p(,+1)- nn ®p(n-1)+ 71 (p(n)- pm~))=0. 
~7 ~7 
(3.2) 
Here ® denotes a symmetrized tensor product, m~ ) denotes the n th moment of the Maxwellian M 
from (1.5). To close these equations at level n = N, one must express  p(N+l) in terms of the 
lower order moments. We propose a two-step closure that produces fluid variables that coincide 
up to the order ~f/~ with the ones derived by the Chapman-Enskog procedure. Thus, our closure 
yields a drift-diffusive quation at the highest hierarchy in the system. In addition, this proposed 
closure relates, for lowest order in 5/~/, to the hydrodynamic one presented in [5]. 
Thus, the lowest order corresponds to N = 0 and we obtain [3] 
p(1) ~ pu  -- ~T {Vx"  (p (8 I  -I- 2U~U)) -I- p UV x • U - -  ?~f )OtU},  (3.3) 
which recovers, with u = - ( r  e/m) E, equation (1.12). 
In the case of N = 1, we obtain [3] 
5T { -3Vx  • (pu® (81 + 2u~u)) p(2) = p( 8I + 2u®u ) + 
+ (e i + 2u®u) v= (.u) - 4..uo,  + (.(') - } 
~r{-2Vx  • (pu~ (28I + 3u~u)) = p( 8I + 2u®u) + 
+2p (8I  - u®u) Vx " u - puVx(8I) - 6~ puOtu}. 
(3.4) 
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4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE MOMENT CLOSURES 
In order to solve the moment equations obtained in the previous ection, we need, of course, 
appropriate boundary conditions. In order to obtain them in an exact form, we should solve an 
appropriate Milne problem [8,9]. 
Here we shall use an approximate procedure which will yield qualitatively correct conditions. 
This procedure which was first used by Maxwell [10, Appendix] for the gas dynamics Boltzmann 
equation, became popular in neutron transport because of the work of Marshak [11]. Essentially 
the procedure is based on the remark that there is a boundary layer, whose thickness is of the 
order of a mean free-path, where the Chapman-Enskog r similar expansions (to be called outer 
expansions) do not hold. The idea is then to equate some moments evaluated at the wall to the 
corresponding moments evaluated with the outer expansion, assuming that the molecules arriving 
there have a distribution dictated by the outer expansion (since they had their last collision a 
mean free-path away) and the molecules leaving the wall have the distribution dictated by the 
boundary conditions. One must remark that we cannot do this for all moments because we 
obtain twice as many boundary conditions as we need. Practice shows that the best way is 
to take moments which are odd in the normal component. The resulting boundary conditions 
will be qualitatively but not numerically accurate; to improve upon them one must study the 
above-mentioned boundary layer. 
Here we shall restrict ourselves to the leading order closure, equation (1.12). Let us start from 
the "Dirichlet" boundary condition (2.1). We remark that these boundary conditions have an 
exact consequence, i.e., the usual Dirichlet boundary condition for p, as we checked in Section 1. 
Thus we might be tempted to use this exact boundary condition instead of the approximate 
boundary condition delivered by the Marshak procedure. This idea would not lead to a correct 
estimate of the solution, because our moment equations only hold outside a boundary layer and 
thus makes no sense to obtain their solutions from an exact boundary condition imposed at points 
where they do not hold. 
Since we want to equate the particle flows in normal direction when computed according to 
the outer expansion and to the boundary conditions, we have 
(C(x ) -  jfv.n>oF+dv) fv .n<oP(V¢,v)v 'ndv 
f~.n<0 P(V¢, v) dv + ~.n>0 v.  nF+ dv = j .  n, (4.1) 
where j is given by equation (1.12), whereas F+ is the restriction to v. n > 0 of the second-order 
approximation to F, as computed in [3]. 
It is expedient to rewrite the above condition in terms of the density p = p(0) and the normal 
current j .  n = pO). n and the contributions to these moments from positive and negative values 
of v. n. We obtain, after multiplying by P0- 
(C(z )  - p+) J0 -  • n = j _  • up0- ,  (4.2) 
where j0 is the contribution to the current from the zeroth-order approximation. We remark that 
if we accept his approximation, then j0 coincides with j, and since it cannot be zero (because 
some electrons will certainly flow into the device at a ohmic contact), we obtain the usual Dirichlet 
boundary conditions for p even from the Marshak procedure. This had to be expected because 
the effect of boundary layers is negligible when the first-order terms are. 
If we go to the next order, then j decomposes into J0 +Jl,  and although p does not decompose, 
because the entire contribution is by assumption put in P0, we must expect, generally speaking, 
p_ to decompose into P0- and Pl-. 
Equation (4.2) then becomes 
(C(x) - P)jo- "n = j l -  .npo- - jo- • npl- .  (4.3) 
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Hence, we can no longer delay the solution of the ground state denoted by P,  which was given 
by Trugman and Taylor [12] and discussed by Poupaud [2]. In keeping with the idea of high fields, 
and hence, with the fact that  the electron temperature is much higher than that of the lattice, 
we shall assume a zero temperature for the lattice and replace M in equation (1.4) by 6(v). Then 
P=~u~6(v j - )H( -vH)exp(~u~)  , (4.4) 
where v has been decomposed into a vector v i  E R 2 (perpendicular to u) and a scalar vii along u. 
In order to find F1, we must solve [3] 
7 ~?Vx¢" V,F1 + Fir = -v .  Vx(pP)  + P (v. Vx(pP))  + ~-j pDvcP( (PvP)  +w) ,  (4.5) 
where divw = 0 and curl w = curl (pvP) with suitable boundary conditions [3]. 
Equat ion (4.3) can be solved in closed form by a straightforward, albeit tedious calculation, 
into which we refrain from entering here. Once F1 is found, it is an easy matter to compute Jl 
and P l - -  Equation (4.3) then delivers the boundary conditions for the first-order correction. 
We remark that,  given the form of equation (4.3), the corrections to charge neutral ity at the 
boundary will be related to the density gradient. 
In the case of Neumann boundary conditions, we obtain an exact boundary condition, i.e., the 
normal component of the electric current j vanishes. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have discussed the Boltzmann-Poisson system for electrons in a semiconductor in the case 
of high fields and small devices. In particular, we have discussed the boundary conditions for 
both the distribution function and its moments. We have also hinted at the modification of 
the Chapman-Enskog expansion for high fields and indicated the moment equations that  arise 
from suitable closures of moment equations. These subjects will be discussed in more detail 
elsewhere [3]. 
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